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Ensuring food safety is a key element in the success of the Sydney 2000 Olympic and Paralympic Games (the Games). A major food-borne disease outbreak has been identified as one of the leading threats to public safety. In terms of the food quantities required for an event such as the Games, estimates suggest that 1.8 million meals will be served to athletes and officials and one million meals will be prepared for staff. Given the enormity of the task, the Food Safety Strategy for the Games has been in development since 1996. ‘Prevention rather than cure’ and inter-agency cooperation are the key themes of the plan. In the past few years, the food safety team has worked closely with the Olympic organisers (SOCOG) and other government bodies to increase awareness of food safety.

THE ATLANTA EXPERIENCE
During the 1996 Atlanta Olympic Games over 5,000 food safety inspections were conducted at Olympic venues.1 More than 100 illegal food operations were closed down and over seven tonnes of food destroyed. The maintenance of this intense inspection schedule was considered to be a key contributing factor to the absence of any reported food-borne illness outbreak. The inspections were aided by special government legislation that put tight controls on the practices of temporary food premises. There was 24-hour coverage of the Olympic Village.1

OPERATION FOODWATCH
Outside Olympic venues, Operation Foodwatch will play an important role in minimising the occurrence of food-
borne illness during the period that Sydney will host the Games.

Operation Foodwatch is a program of enhanced food hygiene surveillance for food premises in the public domain. Local Councils and Public Health Units throughout greater Metropolitan Sydney report to a centrally-located database, which has been operating since early 1999. The information gathered by this system is used to categorise food premises, based on inspection histories. This information is used to target high risk outlets for more intensive inspection and follow up.

THE SYDNEY 2000 OLYMPIC GAMES PLAN

The Food Safety Strategy for Olympic venues involves the following actions:

- specification of special food hygiene conditions in SOCOG contracts and the highlighting of statutory obligations (for example, contractual obligations placed on Olympic venue caterers include the requirements that Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point, or HACCP, Food Safety Plans be in place);
- identification of all contracted food operations located within Olympic venues;
- allocation of a broad food safety risk rating (high, medium or low risk) to each food service outlet, according to whether they are serving potentially hazardous food types;
- coordination of ongoing site inspections and hygiene compliance checks and audits at all venues;
- recording of all food safety surveillance activities and central collation of data including daily summary reporting;
- implementation of the Strategy at test events prior to the Games to trial the inspection process and, if necessary, refine and enhance it.

Some of the key tasks in monitoring venue-based food operations will include:

- ongoing inspections of food premises and outlets to ensure compliance with food hygiene standards
- routine inspection of delivery and distribution vehicles
- selective sampling and testing of foods
- investigation of complaints received from the general public
- active surveillance for food-borne disease outbreaks.

FOOD SAFETY WORKFORCE

The Olympic food safety workforce will be drawn from both local government and NSW Health. Food safety surveillance personnel will implement the actions identified in the Food Safety Strategy for the 15 venues located within Sydney Olympic Park. Local government officers and food inspectors from area health service public health units will carry out food surveillance work in the 14 competition venues within the Sydney East, Darling Harbour and Sydney West Olympic Precincts. This workforce will operate during the pre-Olympic, Olympic and Paralympic periods in September and October 2000.

The detailed planning underpinning the Olympic Food Safety Strategy, and the strong collaborative approach between NSW Health and Local Government in implementing it, should minimise food-borne illnesses during the Games.
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NSW Health is responsible for providing public health services to support Olympic and Paralympic venues under SOCOG’s jurisdiction. These include:

- competition venues
- residential areas:
  - athletes village
  - Olympic ‘Family’ hotels mainly in the central business district of Sydney
  - media village at Lidcombe
  - youth camp at St Joseph’s College at Hunters Hill